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The ﬁrst sixty minutes are
critical and can be the
difference between recovery
and a major impact to your
day to day routine, reputation
or ﬁnances.

CyberSixty gives you tools
to reduce your risk and
someone to turn to in that
ﬁrst sixty minutes if the
worst happens.
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OXYG3N is a technology security organisation helping
companies avoid or recover from cyber-attacks every day
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encountered a cyber-attack?
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Technology allows us to operate anywhere in the
world 24/7 meaning better and faster business.
Unfortunately, this also leaves
us open to attack. No-one is
100% secure from a
Cyber-breach. The ﬁrst sixty
minutes are critical and can be
the difference between recovery
and a major impact to you.

The likelihood of attack can
be dramatically reduced by
having the correct protection
in place. CyberSixty for
individuals helps prevent an
attack and is there if the
worst happens.
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what to do and help
you take the right
steps to recovery.
01772 851111 & quote
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OXYG3N is a technology security organisation helping
companies avoid or recover from cyber-attacks every day
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